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Sergeant SUrr (rljht) and Mr. John Williams, another member of the Victorian War Games Association, fight a battle.

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS



MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

NEW RELEASES FROM THE FOREMOST FIGURE MANUFACTURERS
CHINESE INFANTRY
Chi 1 Chinese Infantry Spearman
Chi 2 Chinese Light Archer
Chi 3 Chinese Heavy Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
Chi 4 Chinese Light Infantryman with

Sword (Leather Armour)
Chi 5 Chinese Foot Officer or Dismounted

Cavalry with Sword
Chi 6 Chinese Infantry Standard Bearer
CHINESE CAVALRY
ChiC 1 Chinese Heavy Cavalry Lancer
ChiC 2 Chinese Cavalryman with Sword
ChIC 3 Chinese Light Cavalry with Sword

and Shield
ChiC 4 Chinese Light Horse Archer

FOOT 6ip

RIDER 71P
HORSE 10p

GUNS 25p

Postage Extra

HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD—1300-1350 INFANTRY
H.Y.C. 1 Genoese Crossbowman
H.Y.C. 2 Armoured Infantryman With Axe
H.Y.C. 3 Armoured Infantryman with

Spear
H.Y.C. 4 Armoured Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
H.Y.C. 5 Armoured Inlantryman with

Mace and Shield
H.Y.C. 6 English Longbowman
HUNDRED YEARS WAR-CRECY
PERIOD-1300-1350 CAVALRY
H.Y.C.C.1 Knight with Mace and Shield
H.Y.C.C.2 Knighl with Sword and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 3 Knight with Lanco and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 4 Knight with Batlleaxe and

Shield

In conjunction with

MINIATURE BUILDINGS
a subsidiary of MINIFIGS

DESIGNED FORWARGAMERS AND MODEL RAILWAY LAYOUTS - OO SCALE
FULLY DETAILED DOORS. WINDOWS, etc.. on plastic sheet. CUT OUT AND GLUE TOGETHER IN AJIFFY

AUTHENTIC PERIOD BUILDINGS —33p per sheet (Twobuildings on mos; I
Sheet 1 English Medieval Stone Town House
Sheet 2 Large TwoStorey House or Pub and Small CountryHouse
Sheet3 Country Converted Rectory to Merchant's House and Small Village House
Sheet 4 Thatched Terrace Cottages with Walled Gardens and outside 'loo
Sheet 5 Two Storey House with Stables and Horse Trough

OBTAINABLE THROUGH MINIFIGS RETAILERS ONLY - MORE DETAILS NEXT MONTH

BUY BRITISH

BUY MINIFIGS

EVEN MORE NEW RELEASES FROM THE FIRM THAT GIVES GOOD SERVICE. GOOD VALUE AND
ABOVE ALL THE FIGURES YOU WANT IN ACCURATE SCALE. CATALOGUE 25p

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 25mmANCIENT 25mm

PB 157 British Slmger ECW 7
PB 158 British Chieftain ECW 10
PB 161 British Infantryman ECW 13
PB 163 British Javelinman ECW 36
PB 198 Ostrogothic Archer ECWC 9
PBC 160 British Light Cavalryman
PBC 203 Palmyran Cataphract
PBP 9 Voldsases
V 1 Viking Swordsman
V 2 Viking Spearman
V 3 Viking Axeman
V 4 Viking Light Spearman
V 5 Viking Archer
V 6 Viking Berserk

NAPOLEONIC 15mm
15N 31 British Hussars
15N32 French Cuirassiers
15N33 French Line Infantry Command Strip
15N 105 Howitzer
15E 101 ECW Saker Field Gun

COMING SOON
DESIC THAT 'POOR fvAN'S' MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW ; -AR SCALE - 25 m n. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973. IN OUR 5 mm, NEW 15 mm,
THE EV INCREASING 25 mrr AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

postaqe i PAO

350

English Civil War Halberdier
Artilleryman with Ram & Bucket
Roundhead Officer
Monmouth Dressed Pikcman
Mounted Drummer

RENEWED AND NEW
BN 30 Horse Artilleryman with Shot

Horse Artilleryman will
Horse Artilleryman firing Gun
Horse Artilleryman with Rocket
Sergeant
Red Indian with Tomahawk

BN31

BN32

BN34
BN 56
IWR 1

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 15mm
15E1 Royalist Musketeers (5 men)

Royalist Cavalrymen (3 mounted)
Roundhead Cavalrymen (3 mounted)
Mounted Dragoons (3 mounted)
Artillery Crew lor Gun (5 men)
Pikemen in Morions (E Pikemen)

15E2
15E3

15E4
15E5
15E6

Ancient & English Civil War 15mm
Figures for Middle Earth Fanatics
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EDITORIAL

I suppose it is reasonable to say
that I probably have as many worgames
figures as most, about 11 or 12,000 of
them that enable me to put on a battle
or campaign in most periods from Rome
to World War II- But when I read
through the magazines that I review in
••Looking Around" then I feel rather like
a small boy with his nose pressed to a
toyshop window at Christmas time! This
multiplicity of new offerings, these

ffsss ass's s^-K=strsrSir-i^Ti^^ssana
manufacturing and writing for each other.

It reminds me of an occasion when Î ^S^"^^^-*"
sity whet he and the other hundred or so in his "£" "J"" lding up a pyramidals£ss ^?^rjrustfi5^s;g; an? a«5 coiiec
Ung world and one wonders when if ever we will reach the point.

ful figures, so beautifully and accurately designed and yet what
table bears but a coincidental resemblance to real warfare.
So recent innovations at either end of the scale in the 5-
the individualised Colonial Skirmish Warfare devised by the
two scales allow greater realism than any other. - the onebe
troops can participate because of their minute ean the

extremely few soldiers required and the "narrative that adds
oceedings so that terrain has to be made to an exceptionally
maintain the standard!

All these wonder
they do on a wargames
EXCEPT in the case of
regimental blocks and
Bristol Group. These
cause vast numbers of
other because of the
such colour to the pr
high standard just to

Can table-top wargaming be truly realistic when one reads nDavid ChandlerB
excellent book "Marlborough as Military Co« fj JfKrS. respectively
including 86 pieces and 20 siege «***^* J^lggJ u° £ miles of road space as
and 5,000 four-horse munition waggons, the whole taking «P *| reproduce such
it moved forward to supply the army besieging Lille? How does one repro
things on a wargames table?

WHALD FEATHERSTCNE

.50 U.S.A. and Canada

***»***»*• a^-as,c: *ssi K.xv5™i
Advertising Rates: Full Page

Half Page
Quarter Page -
Eighth Page -

£6.60p ($17.00).
£5.50p (Jf8.50).
£1.65p ($4.25).

.03P ($2.15).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-
69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



Quest Waiter, of the Month
Steve Curtis of Bristol.

(Steve Curtis is perhaps the most enthusiastic
wargamer I know - he is also confined to a wheel
chair so that his ceaseless activities are all the

more meritorious. With Mike Blake and Ian Colwill,
he is responsible for the recent surge of interest
in individual wargaming. Recently a party from the
Wessex Military Society had a wonderful day visiting
Steve's home at Bristol and we came back bubbling
over with new enthusiasms - when you are with Steve
Curtis it is infectious!)

Thoroughly pleased you all enjoyed the day here. Must say it'll go down in my
book as one of the most delightful wargame get-togethers we've had. Great stuff. And
I hope that we shall hear soon about a new corner of the Wild West developing down in
old Southampton!

A couple of weeks back, Mike Blake organised a big "Call to Arms" held by Bristol
Wargames Society and the Bristol Branch of the British Model Soldier Society at the
local Central Hall. We had fun getting me up two flights of stairs, but it was cer
tainly worth it. The public showed great interest and some 500 bods showed up! I
sold a load of rules and dice, and bought a 5nim Mediaeval Army. Mike had said the
previous week, "You've just talked yourself into organising a 54mni ACW Skirmish."
"Fine, do I need to make or paint anything?" says I all innocent. "No, all I want
from you is a 54mm railroad trestle bridge - oh yes, and let me see - say 16 assorted
infantry - OK?" So there was Steve burning a spot of the midnight oil, cutting,
shaping, gluing and painting. Four days later, I was the proud possessor of a rail
road bridge, six inches high and eighteen inches long* A coat of paint over a few
Britains Deetail infantry and I was all set for the game. We had cooked up a novel
idea to illustrate the different angles that you can approach a given battle from.
Three games were fought side by side, all loosely interlinked. One was an ACW naval-
conflict in a bay, the next was a 25mm land battle around the town harbour and the
third was a 54mm skirmish around a railroad bridge, as an enlarged detail of the 25mm
battle. I hope later that we might be able to do a report on how things went.

Pima County is developing both in characters and gunsmoke. We have roped in
Garth Rose.to our group, his gang have already tried twice (unsuccessfully!) to wipe
me out and Mike (in the guise of Sheriff Seth Harker) is still jailing the rougher
element.

NEW - ENGLISH CIVIL &30yr WAR.
METAL FIGURES from

PETER LAING 15 mm
i series ol well proportioned metal figures for warg.imers and diorama maker
•F506 Pckoman in hat. standing 4p
F507 Musketeer in hat. loading 4p

•F508 Pikeman in helmet, standing 4p
•F509 Pikeman in helmet, marching 4p

M501 Mounted English/Swedish
trooper in helmet 8p

MD02 Mounted Cuirassier 8p
A pin is supplied to represent ihe pike

M503 Mounted English/Swedish
trooper in hat, horse trotting

M504 Mountod armoured Lancer
M505 Mountod Trumpete

Introducing the lirst items in another 15 mn
F501 Musketeer in hat. tiring 4p

•F502 Pikeman in helmet.
repelling cavalry 4p

F503 Musketeer in hot. marching 4p
F504 Standard Bearer, in hat.

standing 8p
F505 Drummer in hat. standing 4p

Send a long S.A.E. for details and samplo ligur al other 15 i

!>•: net

M506 Mounted Standard Bearer
in hat

A.W.I, end An

15 mm SS"els« ANCIENTS* and A.W.I. ♦GREEKS AND
PERSIANS c. 500BC

F402 Persian Immorlol
F403 Medo Infantry, with

spear and shield
F404 Persian Infantry, with

soear

•tingF405 Groek archc
. ollast, .

•

g ..leekoyr.

F409 .
F410 0.
Fill :

M4IKI Scythian archor
(mountodl

A401 Chariot (3 part kit
A4C2 Two man Persian

chariot crow
A4C3 Morse for chariot

(2 regdl
Mt '• I lOphJW

A4t 6 Camel with lsncer tOp

AMERICAN WAR OF
INDEPENDENCE

F3CI Standard Bearer.
marching with standard 8p

F3C2 Diummer. Grenadior.
marching 4p

F303 Drummer. Trlcorn.

F304

F305

F308

F307

F308

F309

F310

F311

F312

F313

Officer, line
marching
Officer. Grc
marching
Private. Tim

rching
I rtV ...(,„

i coy.

coy,

archil

to. Tight coy.
marching
Highlander, kilt. Iin
'.'I- irchli
Highlander, kilt. Gren
coy. marching
HlflnUinMf, M';•;*";•.
marching
Hessian Grenadier.
marching
Officer, lino CO.

. 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE
Orders up to £1—12p: £2—14p: £3—16p: £4—18p: over £5 free

From: PETER LAING
Post and Package extra

F317 Standing gren officer
F318 Standing highlands.

line coy
F319 Standing hlghlander.

gran coy
F320 Standing highlandcr.

leggings

lend e long S.A.E for details
and temple figure) of other
5 mm ranges. Morlburian.

WELLS. KENT TN4 OUB.
Til.: 0892-29911



THE GENERALS WHO KNOW TOO MUCH
by

Robert W. Jones

What general in history would not have liked to change places
with today's wargame general? Would not Hooker have chuckled with
glee if he had had a wargamer's view of Chancellorsville? What if
the Russians at Austerlitz had seen the massed battalions of Soult's
infantry opposite the Pratzen? If Darious could have guessed the
immense gap in quality between his hoard and Alexander's disciplined
army? What if Bennigsen had seen completely the damage his troops
had done to Augereau's division at Preussich-Eylau? Would any hist
oric general have not enjoyed the wargame general's privilege of
"toting up" the total value of the enemy's forces and comparing this
value to that of his own troops before committing his troops to
battle? The answer, of course, is yesl

To the degree a wargamer's rules allow him to count perfectly
his enemy's numbers,1 judge their quality; estimate perfectly his
adversary's intentions; observe the amount of damage he has caused
to the last man; and predict perfectly his chances in melee; he is
not dealing with the problems of an actual tactical engagement, but,
rather, he is approximating a god-like being of infinite vision
and control.

In our games we have attempted to eliminate, with a minimum
of artificial strictures and mechanical rigamarole, the omnicient
being and become generals who must use judgment, deduction, know
ledge or our opponent, and not a little guesswork to properly lead
our troops into battle. I suspect too many wargamers are like
McClellan, who knew the "perfect theory" of war, but when faced
with the inevitable vaguaries of battle and the usual sketchy (and
sometimes contradictory) reconnaissance all generals receive, fell
apart in the field. No match for Stonewall or Robert E. was "Little
Mac".

All of our battalions have been "standardized" to a specific
number of figures, and a frontage based on historic precedents.
Cavalry and artillery also have a standardized frontage and appear
ance. Drill practices in ployment and deployment are also "historic"
All armies in our Napoleonic games have identical appearing batta
lions.

The key to our method is that, while all battalions in our
games look identical, they are not of the same worth in battle, nor
do they have equal abilities. Using a formula for calculation, each
battalion or unit entering on the field of battle has a different
"Combat Efficiency". Combat Efficiency is a measure of a unit's
ability to inflict firepower damage on the enemy; a relative rating
of its strength in melee; an indication of its durability in battle;
and its capacity to carry out the orders assigned to it. This worth
is recorded on a hidden roster, which the enemy does not see through
out the battle.

To the enemy looking over your initial dispositions, your
strong concentrations of troops are visible, but he has no idea of
the value of any particular unit. Is that ridgeline held by crack,
average, or very poor troops? Is that cavalry force rounding his
flank a strong secondary attack, or merely a feint by a weak diver
sionary force? The only way he can judge the danger is by contacting
your troops in melee, when their value becomes known, or observing
a unit's general proficiency in battle (an artillery battery that

begins missing with great regularity is probably not crackl), or
by watching its behavior in battle (a sudden, unexplained retreat
can lead one to wonder). A commander can guess that he has weak
ened a unit extensively if he has pounded it with shell and shot
for a number of turns, but he does not know the full extent of his
success until he makes contact.

He can guess that a grenadier unit will be "on the average"
a tougher opponent than a line battalion, and guard troops even a
more likely strong point, but not how good. Knowing an opponents
penchant for feinting with weak units becomes an important piece
of military knowledge!

The system requires the gamer to slay a sacred cow of recent
wargaming, the historical organization, but he gains much more than
he surrenders. The historical muster organization of wargame armies
adds no realism to the game for it is really a diorama device, which
in its own way is a standardization of paper strengths. Often



battalions were, in practice, at a wide variance from the text-book.
It also does no good to organize historically when few wargamers
bother to illustrate the problems of proper drill for their various
company movements. In short, it looks pretty and makes the gamer
feel secure in his reality; but, in use, gives both adversaries a
perfect helicopter view of every situation that is quite "unrealistic."
When checking the various nationalities and their organization -
their use of grenadiers, lights, and cavalry - one soon learns that
usage, deployed frontage, and the nature of their drill has many
more similarities than any huge differences. This should come as
no surprise, as any group of men given the same weapons, tools and
technological development, will soon evolve very equivalent means
of arraying and using them. This is particularly true in the Napo
leonic period where the technological level of all nationalities
was, in any meaningful way, identical. This would be less true in
later periods where certain nations acquired technological advantages
that others did not share.

It will take a good bit of courage for many wargamers to give
up their roosts on Mr. Olympus, but the excitement and mental challenge
of our method will pay them dividends far in excess of any sacrifices
they make.

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

P. J. Carradice

P. Rosser's letter in the May Newsletter disturbed me somewhat. His justifica
tion of wargames, and indeed warfare itself, sounds very near to the Nazi Party
doctrines of the 20's and 30's to me. The point that a soldier must obey superior
orders certainly did not enable Nazi war criminals to "get away with it" at Nurem
berg. Above all, surely, the individual conscience is the guiding factor. If I
have misunderstood Mr. Rosser's argument I humbly beg his pardon.

I am not altogether sure that there is any moral problem concerning wargames.
After all chess is really only a wargame and I hear of none justifying or criticis
ing this. H.G.Wells advocated our war leaders playing his Little Wars and forgett
ing the Great ones altogether - he surely must have 8omething there. Anyway war-
games are, in ay opinion, exercises of the brain rather than horribly Machiavellian
plots to destroy humanity! I regularly use my wargame figures with the children I
teach - both as historical background and as a way of making them think. I find it
makes them think carefully and, very important, it makes them consider the possible
course of action which one false move might lead to.

True most of us (me included) enjoy the martial and dramatic effect of colour
ful uniforms, battle flags and formations but, as I have read in the Newsletter, it
is the valiant side of human nature which comes out - bravery, devotion to both duty
and comrades, skill and so on.

Have you ever considered a series of articles on the little known battles or
akirmishes of our history? Putting aside Waterloo, Naseby and the rest it is these
small actions which, I feel, are the bread-and-butter of wargaming. Taking myself
as an example I have not the troops (or the money to purchase them) to refight some
of the massed battles of the Napoleonic period but there are many small actions
which I could quite easily reproduce on the table-top.

Take my County of Pembrokeshire for example. ?here was a great deal of activi
ty here during the Civil War, most of which is, I am aure, unknown to wargamers in
this period. Most people know about Cromwell's siege of Pembroke Castle but what
about the Roundhead General Rowland Laugharie's attack on Pill Fort at Milforo, or
the capture of Haverfordwest when the Royalist garrison fled thinking that a herd of
stempeding cattle was the Roundhead cavalry.

I was t "..cing along the lines of a series of articles, each describing the
background t«j the battle, the battle itself, its consequences and how the action
can be transferred onto the wi:rgames table. Sketch maps and diagrams can be added
if desired.

Perhaps I have not described the idea particularly well but I think it might
be a useful and stinulating series.



arrtor
metal miniatures

pre5ent5
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian.Austrian.Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



NAPOLEONIC SCALES AND FORMATIONS

by

Christopher Lance Scott

Over the last few years there has been an incredible boost in wargaming, and n
tremendous increase in the number of wargamers, many of whom lack resources and know-
how. I believe there should be a good reason for every rule and scale, so to help
those newcomers who need assistance in choosing and applying scales I have set out a
manner of organising and mounting a wargames army. Old timers will anpreciate the
necessary simplifications.

FIGU— SCALE; This is a matter of personal choice but is best selected so that units
can sustain casualties without necessarily removing figures which have had several
hours painting! There I select a scale of 1 figure to 30 men.

It allows visual satisfaction in seeing serviceable battalions, permitting
different company manoeuvres, yet preserving the battalion movements so essential to
the 3pirit of the Napoleonic wargaae. For example: A British battalion's 'mid-
campaign' strength of 600 men plus officers will be represented on the table by 20
odd figures.

The British Battalion The French Battalion
(In Columns of Companie:

Light comoany 00

Centre companiesi 00
it 00
ti 00
n 00
it 00
" 00
ii 00
it 00

Grenadiers 00

Voltigeurs 000

Fusiliers 000
" 000
ii 000
" 000

Grenadiers 000

Both based on relative company strengths of 60 men per British company, 90 men
per French company.

Thr-re vill also be officers. This scale will reflect the French regimental
superiority where there were at least two (as many as nine in early 1812) battalions
per regiment.

TIME SCALE: A single move equals ONE minute. At 120 paces per minute, common to
most "/estern European Napoleonic Infantry a column of infantry will cover 100 yards
in 1 minute (l move).

GROUND SCALE: Is the most important of all scales and must unite Time, Figure and
'reality'.

Both 3ritish and French occupy a company front of 30 men with the British stand
ing 2 deep; the French 3 deep. Each man requires 2},' of front. Therefore 30 men
occupy 75' or 25 ynrds. On a front representing 25'yards vn.ll stand 2 3ritish or 3
French figures so that the British have 60 muskets and the French 90 (because of the
extra depth).

For a representative scale I select l£" to 25 yards. My reasons for this scale
are physical, practical and visual. Allowing 2 or 3 figures to cover the same front
distance and still appear to be in close order.

At a ground scale of l£" to 25 yards, one can arrive at a basic 'statement of
scale' - Infantry marching at 120 paces per minute will cover 100 yards/6" in 1 move/
minute. Relative movement distances and ranges can be developed, thus:-

Light cavalry cover 200 yards per minute at the trot or on the table, 12" per
move.

Effective musket range was about 100 yards; on the table 6".

ORGANISATION: The suggested size of battaliona does not preclude building up larger
formations so necessary to the Napoleonic game. So, 1 British battalion 600 men -

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7



;XCEPTIONAL MORALE AN EXCEPTION

by

D.U.Clark

Re Mr, Hewitt's comments in 'Counsels of War' (August '72). At one time Ifelt
very st.-ongly that some form of desperation factor to accommoda ^certain circa..-
stances such as those described could be fitted into vargaming rules. However, as
pointed out, these circumstances are rare and so we run into the old problem of taw
to find a table-top solution for the event we are trying O reproduce. An inve.ti-
gatior! of military history has led me to believe that it is virtually impossible to
to this.

For example, "On the wargames table", say. Mr. Hewitt, "the Light Brigade would
probably have broker and retreated" -.his is true, because by all rule of *ar,
physics and logic the Light Brigade should not have reached the end cf the vail y.
All right, the Brigade did reach the end of the valley, but how dc we *a*. arule
from this? Are we to s"that ail units charging batteries etc., are to ^je 6sub
stantial »+ desperation factor', or only cavalry, or only English cavalry or only
the Light Brigade? Exactly where do we go?

One problem is that most of the units who would benefit fr-or. "^Jf"**"
factor a-e only recognised, after the event and therefore, as the events which de-
teXne whether they stand/charge heroically, are themselves indeterminate, they
cannot b- legislated for in a set of rules. In this care the few units that do
fta'nS under extremely adverse conditions, by present rules, are Probably quite a
reasonable historical reflection of what happened and so no new rulings are necess
ary.

I f-el that increasing the melee factor to any appreciable extent is totally
unnecessary, as the units which held on, despite all odds, often-had some tactical
Vantage Jerking for them. Since the development of firearms the amount of melee-
ing has declined and a unit's holding power depends more upon missile, rather than
melee power, which again brings in the tactical advantage. Example -One regent
out of three holds because there is an obstacle between thorn which, when added to_
the regiments firepower, prevent, the larger force coming to grips and making their
numbers felt. Perhaps- Mons (1914) is & good example of this.

The only way increased meJee power migh.. be justified is in the case of native
attacks, but once again, we run into a Uck of historical precedent. During the
Sudanese campaigns, t sample, the 'Furies' often reached the British squares but
rarely caused casualties, in killed and wounded, of more than 100.

Perhaps then, it is in l;he holding of besieged position? thai, the + melee rule
can maintain itself but again evidence is slim. At Rorkc'r. Drift firepower more
than melee nower kept the Zulus a-:, bay and at the Alamo the Texans were easily over
run or.ee the Mexicans breached the walls. It seems that it is cover, time to aim,
stability ana 'musket instability' that gives the defendsr his bonus not his
physical strength (unless he has s tactical advantage like being behind a barri
cade, narrow passage, eta., nil of which are catered for in most sets of rules).

Heroic defences largely depend on the inability of the opponents to exert
pressure en the defenders, despite the attackers superior numbers. Here Thermopylae
comes to mind and David shooting down the lumbering Goliath at -ong or medium, or
short range with asling. Nothing heroic here really, if you analyse it. -o^allj
large attacks are more successful than little 'heroic' ones which tend to become
heroic largely because th y failed. In short we are back to plain old good tactics
which do net need fancy rule:; to cover!

NAPOLEONIC SCALES AN:) FORMATIONS - Continued from page 6.

20 figures: 1 British brigade of 3 line and 1 Li^-ht battalion 2,400 men = 80 figures;
1 British Division of 5 brigades 7,200 men - 240 figures OR .... a full division for
less than 10 boxes of Airfix!



Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 CollegeSquareNorth, BelfastBT1 6/15 Telephone: BELFAST43699

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Die Cast Metal Waterline Models

Tri-ang Manic Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

Cruiser H.M.S. Superb - 17&p Vigilant Class Frigates - 12^p
Battle Class Destroyers - 12^p Whitby Class Frigates - 12?.-p
Daring Class Destroyers - 12^p Ton Class Minesweepers - 78P

Post and Packing 2lyp per item. Over £5 Post Free. S.A.E. for list of Ships and Harbour
Installations.

Napoleonic WARGAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.CM.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct anatom
ical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm scale. Make
a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

. Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7^P each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalry
Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE.

MAIL ORDER DEPT., LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GROOMSPO:'.T, Co.DOWN BT19 2LU.
Telephone: GROOMSPORT 387

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD F3ATHERST0NS - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - £1.90p. (#5.75).
""AVAL WARGAHSS" - £1.65p. (#5.75).
"Aifi WARGAMES" - £1.65p. (#5.75).
"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - £2.40p. (#6.25).
"UARGAMS CAMPAIGNS" - £1.90p. (#6.00).
"WARGAME3 THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD" - f.3.00p including postage (#8.00

U.S.A. )l
"BATTLES WITH MCJEL SOLDIERS" - £2.50p. (#8.00).
"HILITARY MODELLING" - £2.05p. (#6.00).
"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - 85p. (#3.00).
"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"MACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - £3.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).
"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1910" - L.Richards. a.65p. (#5-75).

A Series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald FCatherstone.
7. Rule ox 1917 period uargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for

early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War.by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p (#4.00) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - 55P- (#2.00).



AMENDING THE WARGAMES RESEARCH CROUP ANCIENT RULES

by

Joe Passarelli

I have been using Ancient Rules 1000 BC to 1000 AD Wargames Research Group and
I have found them to be generalised in areas. I hope you will add some ideas concern
ing chariots and elephants charging home on infantry.

Slingers: Regulars w/lead cast shot should be more effective than gathered
stones. Ex. Spanish Symmachiarius (stones) vs Roman Aux. slingers factors for Regul
ars should be higher since lead shot is hard to see and would be truer in flight be
cause of the rounder and smoother shape.

The distant weapon factors should not be lumped together since they have differ
ent characteristics against different types of troops:

Slings: Lead and stone shot would have different distances of effectiveness;
lead should have more shock value due to greater weight and speed (due to dynamics
being rounder, less friction and more stable in flight, lead shot is also harder to
see, affecting the ability of lights to deflect them w/shields.

Fundibalus shot (l lb stones) would be more effective against SHC and eHC and
Heavies, mediums because of greater weight and therefore stronger shock power, which
would deal with heavier armour. Lights however, would be able to see the larger object
and could side-step or block w,shields.

Darts: I cannot see how darts could be classed with slings and bows or javelins;
the 3 factors weight, propulsion, distance, do not add up to the strength of other
weapons. Daifts are hand thrown, so their speed could not have been too great. I do
not know the weight but they could not have been too light if they were to effect a
man in armour. So, I believe they would not be as affective against SHC-EHC (Front-
ally) HI, MI and LI. But I believe would be especially effective against horses due
to their weight and easy handling. A cavalry man or infantryman could take a good
bead on a charging opponents horse and at th9t close range, wound the animal easily.
To bear me out I point to the Roman legions of the 4th and 5th centuries AD who faced
armies of increasing numbers of cavalry. They also armed themselves with long thrust
ing spears. These would be a perfect combination to ward off cavalry charges.

Lastly - the lumping together of bows is unrealistic, the composite bows of the
Eastern troops being stronger than those of say the Celtic tribes. I could list those
thai do and do not have composites, bu*. I wish to only make a point that the Wargames
Research Group Rules wospons factors have to be expanded. I Jo not think this is
difficult physically, and will add to a realistic set of rules.

Also I think an amendment should be made to allow the Romans to form a tortoise
formation with shields overhead, at a loss of \io move distance, or possibly less be
cause it does no', really constitute an expansion, reduction or change of formation. I
have read Ln Barker's Vol.11 under Palmyranus that they used the tortoise at the
double, so this substantiates my feeling that the tortoise did not encumber the
Romans to any degree. This leads me into my next point about movement. Staying with
the Romans, they and the Successor Phalangites are both classed as Heavy Infantry
moving 40 paces, charging 6C paces. This is probably true for movement at the v/alk
since both their encumbrances balance out, however the Romans should be able to move
at a speed that is above the walk (double time) and below charge. It is unrealistic
to say that any type of troop would move only at the walk when deploying on the field
(Lights excluded). What is needed is another rnovemant column showing double time
rates for different types - Heavy Infantry, Medium Infantry, Lights are excluded be
cause they move at the jog trot. Phalangites would have to be excluded, other exclu
sions, if any should also be listed. Cavalry are already considered to be moving at
a combination of walk and slow sitting trot, apart from charge speed, this is on P3ge
15 of the Ancient Rules, under General.

Lastly, I do not wish to give the impression that I wi:;h to completely change
the present Ancient Rules by the Wargames Research Group. These changes can be
carried out by simple amendment and does not affect the "meat" of the game rules. It
does lend a more specific air to the individual game, however, this does not in any
way seriously complicate the game because one has a free choice of army, and has only
to see, as one should and most do, what if any, notes one has to make in regard to the
capabilities of ones army. Noting these, one plays the game straight forward.
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A WARGAMSS ARMY OF BOERS

by

Noel Zaal (of South Africa)

Our Durban Club is preparing to go into the
'nd Boer War as its next project, so I have re
cently been considering the use of Boers in a war-
came and carrying out some experimental manoeuvres.

Our Commandos are to consist of 20-40 foot
figures mounted in pairs and singly on stand3, with
a horse, separate, for each man. We put so few
figures on a stand to allow for authentic fluid use
of the Boer in a battle. The horse is vital as it
provides the Boer with the mobility he needs to out-|—
manoeuvre his slower moving British opponents. Horses may only be used on reasonably
smooth ground, so when the Boers occupy rocky summits, as they so often did, they have
to leave their gee-gees at the foot. A clever British opponent would of course try to
separate dismounted Boers from their horses, using his cavalry. He had better not be
too hasty with such moves however, as Boers can shoot like devils!

Another skill of the 3oer was his use of the veld. Like a Fuzzy-Vuzsy, he could
conceal himself behind the smallest patch of cover. We represent this ability in
rather a unique way, which I originally thought out for our World War II infantry am
bush methods. Dense bush areas are represented on the table by clumps of lichen or
foam rubber. The position of each man actually hiding in such an area is represented
bv a drawing pin placed upside down under the particular buah in which he is hiding.
This takes place during the concealment period of each round while the enemy are out
side the room discussing their strategy or alternatively wondering what unholy scheme
"the hairybacks" (as they are somewhat insultin -ly knowr. by pro-British members of
the Club) are cooking up next. This system allows men to be concealed in even the
•smallest shreds of cover (the drawing pins are painted exactly the same colour as the
table-top to render them very difficult to spot) without any problem ever arising as
to the actual position of each man. If bushes are dotted close to each other, your
Boers can hop from bush to bush without showing themselves, until the enemy comes
within one inch, or until the Boer decides to fire, when the pin in replaced by the
actual figure on the table. This system is not at all complicated since the 3oer
commanders, as opposed to the British, have only a few figures (usually from 40-50
each) to command, and it takes an experienced commander only a minute or two to carry
out his concealment moves.

Under this system, the Boer becomes a really formidable opponent, who like his
real life counterpart, can orepare a deadly ambush anywhere there is bush and a con
venient donga or hillock to conceal his horse. He can hold his fire until just the
right moment, and then pop up and let fly with savage results to the unwary.

What really adds punch to your Boer army is the addition of a maxim or two, and
a couple of Krupp or Creusot medium guns, ably handled by those well trained and cap
able fellows, the Stadts Artillerie. They will be the terror of any wargames
commander of massed British infantry, whose lifelong ambition it will rapidly become,
"to get some of those dogs on the ends of our bayonets!" As a Boer commander, you
had better make sure they don't!

Having mentioned the Boer strongpoints of mobility, high fire-power and field-
craft, I would be giving a one-sided picture if I did not touch on the weak points,
which would of course also have to be included in any set of rules.

That the Boers took on Victorian Britain at all shows they had courage, but they
,.,, uot have the dogged staying power of the Regular British soldier. If real pres
sure is brought to bear on a Boer unit, it will, like as not, mount up and gallop off
to some safer spot, regardless of what its commander thinks it ought to do.

Furthermore, it is an undeniable fact that the Boer, unless he had an overwhelm
ing advantage, did not like hand-to-hand fighting, and, to sum it up with a very
original phrase, "had no stomach for cold steel." If the British ever get in with
the bayonet, the day is usually theirs. This is not easy, however!

did no
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In order to allow for all the little specialities of Boer War fighting, auch as
the fact that troops firing up or down hill, fire with less accuracy and cavalry
charging through dusty areas are very hard to hit, etc., I intend basing my rules on
a factors type system, such as that introduced by the Research Group. Those chaps
certainly did all wargamers a great service when they brought out their ingenious
rule3.

The final point, and as Mr. Featherstone always says, the most important one, is
the figures themselves. Scruby makes some very nice 25mm Boers. Boers can also very
easily be mode from Airfix Confederates. All you do is shave off the existing equip
ment with a sharp knife and paint on a bandolier over the clothes. *ou can also
throw in the odd World War I Yank, as a Boer wearing high boots, for variety.

The more advanced or enthusiastic converter can also make use of Airfix U.S.
Marines, World .Var I Germans and British Napoleonic Infantry! The latter set is par
ticularly nice because of the quality of the figures, and end up as Boers wearing
their typical coat - cut somewhat like a blazer. As for the Confederates and Yanka,
you shave off existing equipment, including bayonets; but now you have to go the
further stage of making the Boer's bush hat.

I explained how to do this in my previous article on converting mounted Boers,
but for the benefit of those who have not seen this, I will describe it again. First
lop off the figures existing headgear just above the ear. Next cut out a small disc
of paper for the brim and glue it squarely over the cut off region. Finally, glue

down on the middle of the brim, a tiny lump of
plasticene, coating it afterwards with nail
varnish. Paint your Boers a hodge-podge of dull
hues, and give most of them long shaggy beards.
Staats Artillerie can be converted from Civil
War Artillery, or by the method described above,
from British Waterloo Artillery (remember to

fl TT
turn up the brims of their hats on one side).

Follow tV|e methods outlined in this article and you will soon have a Boer force
capable of taking on the British Colonial troops to be got from Jack Scruby, Minia
ture Figurines, Les Higgins, Hinton Hunt, or by following the very good conversion
articles published by Mike Lockyer in this magazine!

1*1 HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, HD7 3NX, ENGLAND

Foot Figures
NEW RELEASES-

20mm RANGE
Cavalry
Equipment

in K3VS

* Njp»i«*«.t I'D* |

KSSKU*

10'19 n.,t,»r. ,. 1070-V<

! • ji' igS* =jx?K{ .7 «•;,.-

eSS WWII is!" '»k"i
tntnh wwii urDh Ar.1. I*".

25mm

A new exciting range of 75 mm.
figures and equipment is being
planned to be created by one of the
world's leading designers—more
details next month.

ROMAN (AR)
AR21 Byzantine Light Archer

PALMYRAN CAVALRY (PAC)
PAC4 Heavy Camelman and Camel

(25p)

VIKINGS (AV)
AV4 Mailed Long Axeman

GOTHIC CAVALRY (GC)
GC1 Heavy Cavalry
GC2 Medium Cavalry

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC
CAVALRY (BNC)
BNC12 Housohold Cavalry Charging

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN30 Elite Voltigeur Officer

llustrated Catalogues available 30p from your local stockist, 35p direct. Trade enquiries welcomed.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF SHAD ROW

by

David Sweet

The Battle of Shad Row, recorded below, took
place under a special form of the Civil War rules
my'father (Charles Sweet) and I U3e. The "gap
game" evolved when, after reflecting on a trip to
Gettysburg, we tried to recreate a similar kind of meeting engagement where the troops
arrived gradually.

Each side has 12 units of infantry, 4 of cav lry, 2 of field artillery (2 guns
apiece), 1 of horse artillery (2 guns), 1 of sharpshooters, an "infantry" commander,
a "cavalry" commander, and a commander-in-chief. 3xcept for a small advance guard
of 3 units (choice of infantry or cavalry) each player sets up all his troops on the
base line.

The catch is that this is cordoned off from the main battlefield by a series of
screens, with only three entrances - gaps - per side. On any turn, a player can send
three or less units through any :;iven sap. Thus the entire army cannot reach the
main board before the end of a player's third turn, and, of course, if he wants to
concentrate in one area, it will take even longer. Special rules delay the artillery
so as to prevent the incongruous situation of the guns tailoring in ahead of the
troops.

The result has been our personal favourite among wargames and my father and I
have had 3ome 70 clashes in three years - with the results split exactly 5°-50! We
have also kept careful chronicles of the deeds of each regiment in battle, complete
with battle honours if deemed appropriate. This has produced some curious echoes of
history. As the Union general, for example, I find that my cavalry are generally
terrible, while the Iron Brigade is the most feared unit on the field.

Fro:.', the regimental histories and notes taken by a certain war correspondent it
has been possible to reconstruct one of these memorable clashes, the Battle of Shad
Row ...

In another .switch of commanders, Lincoln had brou-ht in a trio from the '.'est,
U.S. Grant, George Thomas and Benjamin Grieroon, to face the immortal team of Lee,
Jackson and Stuart. When scout3 reported the Confederates approaching, Grant took
stock. Whereas he had only one good road, the Great Northern Pike on his right, the
Confederates had two, their end of the Pike and Shad Road in the centre. The stubby
general planned to combat this by shoving most of his forces through his own centre
gap. Meanwhile, Grant gave Grierson all the cavalry, the horse artillery, and two
regiments of infantry, and told him to go "foul things up."

This Grierson proceeded to do. Lee's leodin ; units began to form a thin cres
cent along the roads, so that the Southerners could have easy lateral movement. Hov-
ever, Grierson disrupted the deployment, '..'ithout waiting for the rest of his cavalry
to come up, he ordered his two leading units, supported by the 1st Delaware Infantry,
to charge into the crossroads village of Shad Row.

In a vicious melee on the steps of the villa -e church, the Northerners nearly
killed Lee, who had ridden up to reconnoitre. However, a devoted defence by the
Woodis Rifles (6th Virginia) allowed Traveler's rider to reach safety at the cost of
their own lives. More success was achieved for the North by the Garibaldi Guards
(39th New York), who enfiladed and without a loss destroyed a carelessly placed
Confederate regiment.

The infuriated Confederate left converged en masse on this Union thrust and with

cavalry carbines, infantry muskets, and wild melees wiped it out. In this action the
1st North Carolina Cavalry particularly distinguished itself with both carbine and
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sabre. However, the Federals died gallantly, taking four Virginia regiments - two
infantry and two cavalry - with then.

Durin" the struggle the Confederates had left holes in their line, und the last
"nion cavalry jumped through to char e and kill Stuart. This was the last straw.
The two Blue regiments were wiped out, the Confederate horse artillery rode over from
the centre and destroyed the Union's (at the cost of one of its own guns, however),
and Grierson himself was killed by the first shot of Morton'3 Tennessee Field
Artillery, just struggling onto the Pike.

nevertheless, the Federal ri -ht had done its job. The Confederate forces at
Shad Row now consisted of the understren.-th 1st N.G. Cavalry, two Texas infantry
re :incnts, and Morton's artillery, all except the cavalry too far away to intervene
in the decisive conflict further south.

"hil? the brittle raced around Shad flow, both sides hod been trying to form a
volley line in the centre (as exnectec, each had put only tiny forces in the far
south). -'he Confederates had more success 3t first. Although steady losses drained
both sides, with the complete destruction of the iinion right the Jouth held an advan
tage in casualties and seemed to have won another victory.

However, the tide had already bo;un to turn. Two Union units, the 48th Pennsyl
vania and the Iron Brigade, helped their cause considerably as each sin-lehandedly
destroyed two enemy regiments. The Miners were finally wiped out, but the Iron
Bri-ode continued to blast away. Meanwhile, the field artillery of both sides was
unusually ineffective, the main loss being the last of the Carolina cavalry. It was
left to the infantry musket to decide the day.

Here Northern numbers be--on to toll. Three untouched regiments (two from the
advanced guard) hiked up from the left, flanked, and wiped out the smaller Confeder
ate ri;ht. Des ite Jackson's best efforts, the Grey line had to shorten an:! fall
back, shorten and f-11 back, under relentless pressure.

The finishing blow came necr dusk when, with the loss of only f e Irish Brigade,
a nighty Union volley ited th South Carolina, 55tb Worth Carolina and 2.S.

rines, and so destroyed the entire Confederate line. The I'exans finally came up
to form n roar ;uard, but th.? writ.in- was on the wall, and Lee pulled out to fight
another ;'• .- .

Postscrjrt: Des its defeat, the Confederates l"ter awarded battle honours to
the 1st North Carolina Cavalry end the Woodis lifles. The stingier Union gave laurels
only to the ' t i(nnsylvanis. .'••. iron Brigade, after oil, was expected to fi-ht
that well.

JTACKSCbl t_£E

iHOrAq^ <*«*t<r G-£ia?#>r4
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NORTHERN

GARRISON

We offer a highly specialised service to
wargamers and collectors all over the world.

We stock in depth:

LAMMIHC: 25am figures and equipment covering
Napoleonic and Mediaeval periods.
Large range - never less than
15,000 figures in stock!

TRADITION: 25nm figures super new range from the
Charles Stadden stable - Napoleonic,
Crimean, Colonial, 7 Years -.'ar, A.C.W.,
A.R.W., - and now first of the AHCISNTS
- foot and mounted liomans! Again - never
less than 15,000 figures in stock.

MODEL MILITAIRS: Absolutely beautiful self adhesive flags for wargamers.
Complete range fully stocked plus all the ancients
shield design, Heraldics, etc.

STADDEN 54mm: We have amassed the largest stock currently available over
the counter. Hundreds of figures on the shelves - and
several thousand more in reserve! All the favourites -

Knights, Napoleonics, Samurai, etc.

We also carry in stock ever.' fi-ure made by Norman Newton
Ltd - 30mm, 90~m and 120mm PLUS HEW 75nn range now avail
able.

BOOKS, MAGS and PRINTS. Almark, Osprey, Funcken, Riehn, 31andford, etc.,
prints by Hourtoulle, Knotel, Le :lumet, Campaign,
etc. Many second hand items. Tradition mag,
Wargames Research Group publications, etc.

And more .... we also supply HIST0REX, ROSE, LA 3.CT,
SCREH and SERIES 77 figures, HIHCHLIPPS GUN KITS,
plu3 brushes, Humbrol and Rose paints.

ALL available to personal callers at TH" NORTHERN GAii.'ISUN or by mail order.

Complete Mail order catalogue: listing all STADDEN ranges, LAMMING, MODEL
MILITAIRU, TRADITION, numerous books, prints, etc: 50p post free. (This
list is unique, fully illustrated and packed with interest).

Also available - LAMMING list only 15p and TRADITION 25mm list only 15p.
New HI3TCREX colour catalogue 90p and ROSE catalogue 75p
all post free.

Minimum mail order - 50p, minir.un postage lOp (otherwise IO7). Postage on
orders over £5.00p is free. Overseas postage at cost.

NORTHERN GA.'.RISON,
CASTLEGATE,
KNARE330R0UGH,
YORKSHIRE. Tel: Knaresboro 2872.

(The Northern Garrison is wholly owned
by Peter Kenplay, Military Miniatures,
Framlingham, '.'oodbridge, Suffolk, to inAt$»el»ii»n wlili

NoTchenri"nGSapr°0smon ^om all trade enquiries should be Norman Newton Ltd
YorklhireP°U9h ^dressed). ' London WVI
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"I am put out by the increased prices charged by some of your dealers to
Americans. For example, the Colonial Skirmish Rules #2.50 or #2.60 with the ex
change rates within the past months, whereas the firm wants #5.50 for them. I
don't mind paying postage and for the cheque transfer but I am not interested in
being overcharged. I have obtained books from Mr. Johnston for a number of years
so I am familiar with the postage rates. I have also had on occasion have friends
in England purchase items for me during the past three years. I can only conclude
once again that they are uninterested in selling to Americans."

Joseph F. Seliga of New Jersey, U.S.A.

—-ooOoo

"I would like to register my opinion on the issue raised by Jack Hutchings in
No.134. While I can understand his criticism of the fact that lights tend to decide
many of the rames, the solution in my own mind is to reduce the melee power of the
javelin. The alternative of abandonin- the rules to some such modification is un
thinkable. I think the rules not only capture the Ancient period better than any
other Ancient rules, but probably better than any set of rules dealing with any
other period. 'is you can see I am a firm devotee of Ancient and '...-.R. rules. I
play other periods (30 Years; 7 Years; Napoleonic; Colonial Skirmish) but none give
me as much satisfaction."

Al. Margolis of New '-'ork, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"Last year, in in;land, when visiting my great and trusted friend John Hewitt
(an enthusiastic if totally incompetent warga.r.er) I went through his well-worn rules
book and found the following entered in pencil at the end:-

•Any action which is a;ain3t the spirit of the above rules, if not against the
letter of the above rules, is ruled to be against the rules.'

Or words to th-t effect. I think many of us would benefit by writing thi3 into
our own rules and then attempting to puzzle it out."

i.ark Denny of New Brunswick, Canada.

ooOoo---

"I was most interested in Keith Robinson's 'Crystal Ball Gazing'. Perhaps I
might try my own prophecy in the 'battle of the scales'. I would suggest that 54mm,
40mm and 30mm will survive as scales for individual figures and dioramas - possibly
with 25mm and 20r.m still bein ; used for larjer dioramas if demand is sufficient to
keep them in existence. But for warjaming itself I would expect 15mm and 5mm to be
the scales to survive. The impact of 15mm has not been fully felt yet. I would
expect it to hove a great future as the smallest scale which still allows the indi
vidual fi ure to be reasonably painted.

Talking of 5mn, I wonder if other people have devised the same method for making
limbers as I have. You take the 5mm chariot, cut off the near-side horse and fix it
to an extension of the stand in front of the other horse. Then you take two indivi
dual cavalry figures (preferably cut from the left-hand end of a cavalry group) and
fix them in position as near-side horses ridden by drivers. The chariot itself is
fairly easy to convert into something like the type of limber that you want. Of
course, now that I have done this for eight limbers, Minifigs will immediately pro
duce real limbers!

How right Keith Robinson is about competitive Notional Conventions. Having been
to one, I would never go near another. But why cannot someone organise a non
competitive National Convention on the lines of the most enjoyable Waterloo Conven
tion run by the 3.M.S.S. in 1965? Clubs could be invited to submit schemes for dem
onstration games in various periods. These demonstrations would have to include a
continuous running commentary and allow for spectators asking questions or making
comments at gny time. There would also be lectures by experts, trade stands and per
haps a competition for the best amateur-painted wargame army or navy on display."

Peter Gouldesbrough of Edinburgh.
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"I think it might be helpful to the average wargamer if those of us in possess
ion of hard-to-get flag and uniform information were encouraged to send their find
ings into the Wargamer's Newsletter. And I imagine that the libraries of wargaming
clubs would be interested in contributing for the benefit of all.

It might also be more interesting if the use of tactics in wargaming was more
greatly emphasised in the Battle Report of the Month. That way we other readers
could pick up a few hints to use against our own honourable opponents!"

Lawrence Kuykendall of California, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"In reply to Mr. Gygax's comment in the May issue of the Newsletter, I believe
that Gary misunderstood my comment. My expression of disappointment was in no way
meant to reflect adversly upon the excellent conventions put on by the I.I'. . or
cast aspersions upon the many "paint slopped on" wargame armies that occupy our
countries ping-pong tables. It is merely my personal desire to view any of the now
plethora of fine wargame castings painted so as to enhance the fine jobs of sculp
ture which the well-known firms now produce.

While I take great care in painting all my metal figures, 1 have enjoyed many
American Civil War -rames (using an expanded version of Mr. Featherstone's rules)
with my army of Airfix "paint slopped on" figures. My interest has always been war-
gamin- rather than building any 54mm dioramas, although the sight of an accurately
painted 25mm 25th Foot movin: across a wargame table's recreation of a Minden heath
rolling- sixes does stimulate the imagination more than wooden blocks.

My 1700 figure Seven Years War army has seen a number of campaigns over the
last four years. It has travelled 7000 miles and to four conventions at which a
number of :r.ulti-player games are always played. With a little care Bill Protz's
army and my own have suffered only three broken grenadiers from an irate fist. The
cowards deserved it anyway after their disgraceful morale throw.

We now hove an Omaha-Lincoln Nebraska Group of eight gamers. We average two
games per week with a sprinkling of boardgames and Diplomacy. Primarily we play
Ancients ('.•!.!.-. rules), 50mm Napoleonics (iobert Jones' La Guerre) and Seven Years
War (my rules). My recently published rules T?.IJO-MfE are designed to give a good
game simulating 18th century tactics.

On another subject, I have just attended the June Wargame Convention in Chicago.
It was a very well run affair and was by for the best I have ever attended. I was
impressed by the massive Napoleonic game using Rick Black's and Bill Garrett's fine
30ram troops. .Bill is openin-- a new hobby shop which looks extremely interesting,
particularly the new range of 50mm Napoleonics which he is going to stock. Informa
tion about these could probably be obtained by writin.g to th<-' address given on pa -e
11 of May's Newsletter."

Ken Bunger of Omaha, U.S.A.

00O00

"I am glad to see the demise of the Middle :-:arth in the last few editions. I
fear though that individual wargoming is beginning to dominate the Newsletter - 8
pages worth in the last three issues! I am a Napoleonic "nut", as I feel are the
majority of wargamers, and would like to see a little more on this important period."

Mike Perkins of Southall, Middlesex.

00O00

"May I endorse all that has been written within your latest copies of News
letter on personalised wargaming via the dedicated and obviously, deep thinking
Bristolians - Messrs Curtis, Colwill, Blake and Herbert. 1 wrote for each of their
"rules" and like yourself, was much impressed by their simplicity once over their
introduc tage. The last "Gunfight" incident we undertook was most realistic
and unfolded into a most convincing and truly enjoyable "Western Tale". The amount
of research 3nd their obvious enthusiasm plus the extraordinary fund of information
each of their rule books contain, in our opinion, are "gems" no "Wargamer" should
miss and their cost in these days of rising prices - very cheap indeed."

S. Swinburne of Repton, Derbyshire.

00O00
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"As a nut on the Wild West, I own several full-size, metal working replicas of

the old Colt revolvers and Winchesters of the old frontier. These guns are expensive,
look and feel the part BUT DO NOT, AND CANNOT BE MADE TO, FIRE. There has been talk
of a law to ban such replicas in the belief that these guns will increasingly be used
in crime. Surely, this is a short-sighted viewpoint? If enthusiasts are denied their
harmless collections of replica guns, they may be tempted to buy real firearms, which
would mean an even bigger problem for British law enforcement!"

Steve Curtis of Bristol.
ooOoo

"The Victorian Wargames Association has been operating for just over 18 months
and after a re-organisation recently, we have reached a strength of 100 Members. A
month ago we recreated the Landings on Sword Beach, 6th June 1944, on a 12' x 18'
table. There were twenty people involved in the game itself but the whole Associa
tion helped. The landing depicted the 8th 3rigade Gp landing with map firing from
ships off-shore, air strikes, "Funnies" laying bridges and cleaning minefields. The
two commanders sat in little cubicles and relied on written messages to find out how
their forces fared. Despite the size of the board which represented an area 3i miles
x 2^ miles the establishments had to be scaled down to ^rd. The playing was spread
over the night 6th June and the weekend 9/lOth June and was well covered by the local
media. Our Club historian is at present compiling a report on the game and it may be
possible to send you a copy with pictures of the action in the near future. All con
tact with the Association can be made through our Secretary, Sid Starr, 1/182 Dorcas
St., Sth Melbourne 3205, Vic, Australia." (aid is featured on this month's cover).

Bob Hart of Victoria, Australia,

ooOoo

"I particularly enjoyed October '72's issue as Stephen Reed's excellent Napoleo
nic Wargames Rules first persuaded me to that period (and having played all periods
with many different sets of rules I still consider these to offer the "best", for me,
combination of "realism" and "playability") and since then David Chandler's excellent
"Campaigns of Napoleon" has taken a permanent place on my bedside table; and here
were both writing in the same issue!

The "3ristol Brigade" have also got me going on "Colonial Skirmishes" though I
first started "man-to-man" combats with Trevor Halsall and Phil Hamer's "Rules for

Mediaeval Hand-to-Hand Combat."

My only "grumble" is at the upsurge of "Fantasy" games, which leave me cold;
though scales varying as much as they do, my "Worth-West Frontier" forces, drawm
from five different manufacturers, all nominally 25mm, gives me a fair proportion
of "Giants" and "Dwarfs"!"

Alan Wicks of St. Agnes, Cornwall.

ooOoo—-

"Further to the note from Peter Christie on Page 20 (July Newsletter) our out
let in Edinburgh, who carries some wargame figures, though I do not know just what,
is:- To'ytub, 100a Raeburn Place, Edinburgh 4. Future visitors to this delightful
city may like to know about this."

Mary Gammoge of Rose Miniatures, Plumstead, London.

ooOoo

"I would like to ask a favour, on behalf of many of us in the U.S. Could you
make sure that all the prices for figures, books, etc., quoted in the Newsletter
would include the amount in U.S. currency also. With the frequent fluctuations in
the value of money in both countries, I am never totally certain that I have figured
the right amount. I know several wargamers who would send in orders to the advertis
ers who support the Newsletter, if they were certain of what the price is.

By the way, the San Joaquin Valley War Game Club has grown in the past six
months to 36 active members. For years we could never get together more than four
or five wargamers! We meet twice a month at Jack Scruby's soldier shop. We usually
have three games going on at once, but last Saturday we refought Gettysburg with
Scruby'3 "N" gauge figures, with one figure for 50 historical men. About two dozen
people played. As much as possible, each player was assigned a command according to
his similarity in tactics and character to the historical commander.

I was General Longstreet, because it was figured that I would disagree with
whatever plan Lee came up with! The first day of battle went just like history. The
second day I wanted to turn the flank of the Union Army around Cemetery Hill, but Lee
thought they would expect that and decided to attack where Pickett did. When we
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Corps. Someone certainly put him in the right role.

On the 3rd day Stuart tried to cut the Union line of communication, on pother

hobby."
Ron Vaughan of California, U.S.A.

ooOoo—-

The fact is that ammunition and velocity S^ScT^o^SfSS 2?ttS5"w-
6pdr and 75mm steel shot had almost the ""P"^"*"0; B°When sabot ammunitioncause its HE performance was inferior to that ?*J^% »«JJ^ , r>
came along, made of tungsten carbide, and with ™*f°/SuSSlls, Ithink 1in 4,
SLVS3S ssffis pars: 8» ursa s "j^rsffir-

Phil Barker of the Wargames Research Group.

ooOoo
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that I prefer them.
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games magazine for me. Personally J"^ ™.~ strategy/tactics information is
Jf various armies. "«"°™ »f™J"n '"J^ "ut up the Blankenstein Rgtcomparatively easy to come by, but how to find out wnat p knowedgeable
of the Rubekastein Army of cl813 is as difficult as ever. er v
fellow can be persuaded to fill the gap.

..jEW-as ssss »"='=- m=-- -
Wargamer's Newsletter!!I"

John Cook of Newry, BFPO 801.
ooOoo

"BATTLE WITH MODEL SOLDIERS1

This book, which I wrote for the Britis*J FjbUjhjr..David ancj^J&fi ^ooks.
an astonishing reception, proving perhaps more WO" than ^ the reach of the

cover edition costs £2.75p. Donald Featherstone.
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SPRINGWOOD

Due to a great speed-up of the production process
the New kits of the NAPOLEONIC WARS

NOW CONTAIN :-

36 FIGURES PER KIT (was 24)
WITH AN ADDITIONAL SAVING :-

NEW PRICE PER KIT :-27/2p (was33p)
IMPORTANT NOTE These finely detailed

figures moulded in
white high-impact polystyrene are in fact
00 GAUGE (4mm= 1 ft.) As scale 6 ft.
tall men have been used.

See June NEWSLETTER for details

No. 1 KIT(was ORANGE),
RED, YELLOW, LABEL KITS.

AND NOW ALSO CONTAIN FULL PAINTING DETAILS

nACT.ru . FROM :-
POSTAGE.- OXFORD MODEL CENTRE.
1-3 KITS 10 inc- SOLDIER CENTRE.

P" Box WAG 2.
4-6 KITS 16p. 94 St.Clements.

OXFORD.

7 KITS & over 25 p. ENGLAND.
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MUST

LIST
As you will see

from the full page
advert elsewhere in

this issue, SPRING-
WOOD have revolution

ised their kits of 00

gauge (25mm) Napoleo-
nic wargames soldiers.
There is a consider

able increase in the

number of figures and
the price has been
reduced so that each

figure is only frac
tionally dearer than
an Airfix model. More

than that, each kit
includes painting de
tails for the basic

figures in the kit
plus any number of
variations and con

versions. Then there

is a sheet bearing
coloured back rind front

views of no les3 than

26 separate figures
(French, British,
Russian and Prussian)
plus coloured stand
ards for those

countries, with forma
tion details of their

various units. I

think it is reasonable

to claim that this is

over and above the

service provided with
any other make of
model soldier. Alec

Collett who makes these

figures has great ideas for the future but will not be able to turn out his programmed
range of models unless he is supported and how can on." far-seeing wargrimer miss out on
figures at 36 for 27;\p? I have seen them painted and they look really colourful!

Moving from plastic to metal - I have been sent some samples of the new WAR3ICR
Napoleonic figures, this time their Austrian ran-e and I must say that I am very im
pressed! There is something about the posing of these figures which I find most
appealing and 3eems to give them a completely different aspect to other figures in
this scale. Ray Seton is justifiably proud of Harry Horey's designing and I imagine
that, suitably painted up, these figures would grace any wargames table. Having re
cently written a volume of my WARGAME" THROUGH TH2 AG-lS dealing with Napoleon's 1796
campaign against the Austrians in Italy, I am of the opinion that this is as interest
ing a part of the Napoleonic period for wargoming as one can find. Hence a great up
surge of painting activity on the part of my four helpers to bring my hitherto small
Austrian army up to a size that gives them a chance against Napoleon's ra '^ed-bottoned
Revolutionaries. This is a period well worth reading because it is Napoleon at his
very best.

From John Mansf8eld'3 journal SIGNAL I read t at HEROICS Campaign Figures are
"beautifully cast 5mm modern wargame figures, cast as individuals and not strips.
Selling for 12p for 8 German infantry and 2 light machine guns; and l6p for a German
88mm group of one tractor, 1 gun limbered, 1 gun deployed and 4 crew - there are

SI'RINGWOOI) 00 Gauge Figures - Red Label Kit
Austrian Grenadier

This figure is for the grenadier companies of Ihc Austrian line regis. Black fur hat & peak.
front plalc brass, yellow pompom with black centre, green sprig at right. The top/back of thi<
hat had white cloth with cither, two circles or horizontal bars in the facing colour (there may
be other designs particular to the regt.).
Grenadier officers also had this hat.

All other uniform details as for muskclccis detailed in Yellow label kit. -

""cio^oun French Guard Grenadier Types ?M5>Bl SIL
French Grenadiersofthe Imperial Guard: - Uniforms A equipment 3s

for line regts. shown in No. I kit. but blue collars & red turnbacks (tails of coal), also
whiteflap to cuffs. Blackfur hat. brass fionl plate, red plume,cords white, smallround
patch at back/top red with whitegrenade. Epaulette] icd. Note, the chasseursof the guard SectH
plume lipped red, no front plate to hal, cuffs red (pointed),
Clevellcrg:- As detailed in No. I kit for Ihc line inf. but black fur hat. no front plate,
red plume, white cords. Red epaulettes.

Saxonyt- Red coat. Collars, lapels, cuffs (round asBritish), turnbacks yellow. frincm
Epaulettes white. Black fur hat. brass front plate, white cords, no plume, small red &u»nt> grinmker
patch at back/top.

Havana:- Black fur hat. brass fronl plate, white over light blue plume, white colds, small red patch at back/top
with while cross, light blue coat & shoulder straps, red turnbacks, collars, cuffs (see Yellow label kit),
plastron. While metal buttons. Belts white. I'ack brown, grey roll, small box black. Breeches white. See Yellow
label kit for details of line regis.

/laden: - Black fur hal. white metal front plate, white over red plume, white cords. [)jrk blue coat. Collar,
turnbacks, cuffs (French type) red. Also broad white tapes across the front of the coat. Otherwise as Bavaria.
Sec Yellow label kit foi line regts.

Italy:- As for French Guard Grenadiers, but green in place of blue coals, red collars.
Note:- For all unless otherwise stated bullous brass. Officers epaulettes & hat cords gold.

Highland Regts. (not illustrated)
All regts. coat & equipment as for British as detailed in No. I kit. Black bonnet with led & white diced band.
Grey gaiters with stocking top showing red & while dicing.

42nd Royal Highlanders /Black Watch/:- Collars & cuffs daik blue. Brass buttons. Also for this regt. only, red
plume for battalion companies,gteen with red tip light company, white with red lipgienadicr company. Kill
dark blue with dark green horizontal A vertical bands (the resulting squares of blue being about twice the
width of the gieen bands).

78thRoss-ShireHuffs:- Collars* cuffs buff. Brassbuttons. Kilt as for 42nd but with additional very thin while
line in centre of green bands, also very thin red vertical R hoiizontal lines crossing at the centres of every second
blue square.
79thCameronHighlanders:- Collars 4 cuffs green. Brassbuttons. Kilt bright blue with bright green horizontal
& vertical bands (Ihc blue squares & green bands about the same width), on the blue squares & green bands
horizontally & vertically two very thin red lines, in between these led lines a very thin yellow line bisecting itself
only on the blue squares.

92tld Gordon Highlanders:- Collars S cuffs yellow. White melal buttons. Kilt as foi 42nd in addition a very
thin yellow line in the dark green bands.

13rd Sutherland Highlanders:- Collars A cuffs yellow. White metal buttons. Kilt as for 42nd.
Please note, only a brief description of the tartan for this scale of figure is possible. Ihc bands should be
painted scmitraiispaient allowing the undcrcolour to show through slightly & where they cross Hie true colour
of the bands & lines will show up, as in reality. All officers wore the crimson sash from the left shoulder to the
right hip, also epaulettes on both shoulders for all grades of officer, gold or silveraccording lo bullous. The 71si
Highlanders arc in the Yellow label kit.

Brunswick Legion

Uniform, shako & plume, bells, etc. all black. Collais & cuffs (poinied) light blue, red
green, white, according to battalion. No special distinctions for officers.



about 20 sets available and more on the way.
Kennington Road, London SE1." '
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They can be obtained from Soldiers, 36

Also from SIGUAL are details of some 1/200 (I presume it is 200 and not 300)
scale tanks obtainable at 20p each from T.Anderson, 48 East View, Barnet, Herta. New
additions to his growing line are the T34i the Tiger 1 and M3 Sherman. The KVlj
Panther and M6 are being planned. TheBe tanks are metal and have swivel turrets.

From the same source I read that Bellona Plastics (1-2 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-
by-Sea, Sussex) are putting out a new line of conversion kits for I/76 scale tanks.
One kit provides a "cast" hull and sand shields for a Lee while another providea the
"cast" hull and sand shield for the Sherman - both sets are 25p each.

If manufacturers of wargames figures are going to have nice things said about
them then I suppose they must also be prepared to accept criticisms and I have a very
heated letter from an American correspondent (he also encloses photocopies of the
letters that have been exchanged) concerning the non-delivery twelve months after an
order had been placed and paid for with Hinton Hunt Figures. This is not the first
time that I have heard wry semi-humorous complaints about the long waiting periods
for figures ordered from this maker and if Miniature Figurines are able to promise
return delivery of orders on the day they are received, then I can see little reason
for other makers keeping people waiting weeks and even months. Hinton Hunt figures
are one of the older and better known makers in the wargames field and their figureB
form a large part of many armies so that it seems a pity that slackness should blot
a good record. Incidentally, if reports are true then there is a complete range of
American made figures that would seem to be blatant piracies of Hinton Hunt figures
if the photographs in their catalogue are to be believed and the figure nuabers
correspond exactly with those used by Hinton Hunt. If ethics and principles cannot
prevent such things happening then I suppose International litigation i8 a dodgy
business but wargamera can do their bit to prevent such things happening by refusing
to buy from the offending firms.

Naval wargamers are going to have it good! From Santos Miniatures, P.O.Box 4062,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111, U.S.A., I have received samples of 1:1200 scale
Napoleonic ships although the ten types that make up the series can be painted to
represent vessels from the early 1700's through to the end of sailing warships. Kits
are packaged in plastic bags and each kit contains a hull casting in the finest metal;
pre-soldered mast and yard assemblies (wire for strength); pre-printed paper sail
material; assembly instructions and general painting guide. For those who are handy
and wish to build up a large fleet, hull castings are available without the other
materials. The range includes a gunboat; cutter; bomb ketch; a brig; a sloop (a
French corvette); a frigate; a frigate - large American type; a 74, 100 and 120-gun
ships. Prices range from 50 cents a kit to #4.40. Below are illustrations of some
of this range

Jsfl.Gunboat
WZ.Cutter

K3. Bomi Ketch HQ /4. gun Sh{p

ys/9. I00-cyu7i Ship
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An invaluable aid to the Napoleonic naval wargamer is the booklet "SHIPS, NAPO
LEONIC SERIES" put out by Santos Miniatures. This is a guide to building, painting,
rigging and detailing 1:1200 scale sailing warship models and, with many line draw
ings gives a brilliantly detailed and simple description of how even the novice can
turn out some very fine looking vessels. At 50 cents (about 20p) this little book
is a bargain.

Bob Santos also tells me that by September this year he will have ready a line
of Ancient ships in 1:600 scale which will include a Roman, Phoenician, a Greek, and
an Egyptian merchantman plus seven assorted warships. All the master models are
finished and the artwork, mould-making and production line is set up.

Still on naval wargaming, from MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES of 8 College Square
North, Belfast BT1 6AS, (very loyal supporters of this magazine), I have received
samples of their new range of 1:1200 spares which includes six type3 of aircraft with
wings open and closed, launches and landing craft, lifeboats, guns and other ship
fittings. Lists are being printed and will be issued shortly. Due to increased de
mand and to provide a better service to their customers, Model Figures and Hobbies
new stores and mail order department is now in service at M.O.Dept., Lower Balloo
Road, Groomsport, Co. Down, BT19 2LU, Northern Ireland. Tel.No. Groomsport 387-

Of course, if we could afford to we would all buy every relevant book that comes
out and fight our wargames to appropriate tunes played on foreign records and those
records can best be obtained from N.W.Hartley, 41 Swanmore Road, Boscombe East,
Bournemouth BHJ 6PD, whose latest list contains details of marches with considerable
historical background played by British, French, German, American, Irish, Bavarian,
Russian, Polish, Czech, Spanish, Chinese and Italian military bands. Many of the
records are marches of the Napoleonic period or of various other historical eras.
Unfortunately they are not cheap, ranging from about £1.60p onwards but then they
are imported and I can assure you from personal experience that these records are
even more expensive to buy in their country of origin!

From Simulations Publications (U.K.), P.O.Box 46, Altrincham, Cheshire WA15 6PE,
I have received details of three new boardgames. RIFLE AND SABER is a game of
tactical combat 1850-1900 and this game enables the engagements of the American Civil
War, the Franco-Prussian War, the Boer Wars, the Spanish-American Wars and other con
flicts to be simulated. It is available at £3.00p. Then there is AUSTERLITZ which
is a tactical simulation of the battle between the French Army under Napoleon and the
Austrian and Russian armies under the Tsar of Russia. This also costs £3.00p. Lastly
there is MUSKET AND PIKE which is a game of tactical combat 1550-1680. With it
ulayers can simulate battles from the Thirty Years War, the English Civil War and
other significant wars of the period; eighteen scenarios, each rated for complexity
and play balance, depict actions from the battles of Gustavus Adolphus to Cromwell's
victories at Naseby and Marston Moor. This one also costs £3.00p.

From Purdue University Studies, South Campus Courts - D, West Lafayette, Indiana
47907, U.S.A., I have received details of an interesting sounding book OUT OF THE
BLUE - U.S.Army Airborne Operations in World War II by James A.Huston which contains
340 pages; 65 photographs and 3 naps for #10.00. The book examines the inception,,
"organisation, training, equipment, strategies, Allied co-operation and overall effec
tiveness of airborne forces in the total war effort. Operations in North Africa,
Sicily, Italy, Southern France, the Pacific and the Far East are discussed. This
volume should be invaluable to students of aerial warfare and to wargamers in the
World War II period.

The increasing enthusiasm for Colonial Skirmish and Individual Wargaming has
turned a lot more eyes in the direction of lg32nd (54mm) scale figures and the Airfix
range consists of ten superb sets that include Australian, German and other infantry;
paratroopers ; British commandos; 8th Army and the Afrika Korps; Japanese, etc. Turn
to the Airfix advert on the back page and see how good this can look when you use
such accessories such as the new Airfix "The Bamboo House".

Last month I mentioned Minot 30mm figures which had been sent me for review. I
now find that they are designed by an Englishman - Barry Minot at 20 Watling Street,
Elatree, loitford. These are beautiful figures and I hear that Mr. Minot is now
building -j French range up to the same size as that of the British, while the
Prussian, Russian and Austrian figures are on his programme. At lip each these
figures are excellent value.
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"Individual" wargamers fighting with small groups of 54mm figures will find that
Britains new Deetail Range of British and Japanese World War II infantry are going to
be extremely useful as they come ready painted although it is not hard to clean them
off and re-paint if you are fussy.

Leicester Micro-Models, 48 Gloucester Road, Newbury, Berks, are turning out an
interesting range of 5mm Mediaeval wargames figures which includes infantry, knights,
spearmen, crossbowmen, archers and peasants, mounted 14th and 15th century knights
and light cavalry plus a selection of siege equipment. These sell at 8p for a Btrip
of 5 infantry or 3 cavalry while equipment costs from 8p for a martlet up to 25p for
a siege tower. Fortifications for the same acale are also available.

Miniature Figurines have now come out with their 15mm scale English Civil War
figures at lOp a strip of 5 foot figures or 3 cavalry. The English Civil War pikemen,
mounted troopers with lobster helmets are most impressive as are additions to the 15
mm Napoleonic range. There are also some fine new Prussian 25mm Napoleonics while
the "Fantasy" range has also been increased.

Hinchliffe Models seem to be concentrating at the moment on their 20mm World
War II range and they have a very fine list of new releases. There are also some
very enticing 3riti3h and French Napoleonic guns and equipment plus waggons and
artillery etc., for Colonial and English Civil War periods.

Just in time to catch this issue, I have seen the latest Romans made by Charles
Stadden for the TRADITION ran-e of 25mm wargames models - and Ancient enthusiasts will
drool over them! There are three cavalry - with sword, spear and bow-arrows; and five
loot figures - an officer, infantryman marching and another throwing a pila, a musi
cian and an eagle-bearer. I am told that Charlie is very pleased with them and has
become very keen on producing Ancients as a result. Well he might, because these are
superb figures - up to the standard of his 1" Crimean War fibres of some ten years
ago. The definition is exceptional in figures of this size and I imagine they will
De a delight to paint. Yes, Charlie has hit the bullseye again!

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

Model Mililaife
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

MA I ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm ,np
MA 2 GREEK 12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I LIONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

MM 3 CROSSES. LABELS .Qp
M M 4 CHEQUY.LOZENGY. BARS.GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS (1815] SELF ADHESIVE

Rl I 1st GUARDS, 1st 4th. 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

Rl 2 2nd GUARDS. 3rd,14th.27th, 40th and 52nd FOOT 30P

P8i P 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p, then 1p extra per item

NOV/ AVAILABLE! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3; 2/4; 2/E Pruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
Lieb.Grens; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

"ll'iLMiud illlviu Dim

Wo

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Tolophono 01734 1352

I the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm. 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Mosf other loading makes ol motol and plastic figures also in stock, plus largo selection of
'Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical ligures.
Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites lor
tho military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for tho collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, unilormsand paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military stylo

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a wook.
Mon.. Tu»>.. Wit. and Frl. 9-8
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

II you are unoblo to visit us. tho following catalogues oro available:
Staddan 30 mm master list-Xp
Sladden 54 mm matter list - 35p

•Tradition- Coo* ol Mod.; Soldiers - £1£5 Ipost liael

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY, FnAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

T*ti Frsmlinghom 723708

Trade enquirieswelcome - complete pricelists and cataloguesavailable on request.

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR AM. WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers,
Our stalf, wargamers themselves, arc alwayshappy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufactc
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:
HINCHL1FFE, AIRFIX, FUJ1M1, etc.

Rules by:
W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, AI.MARK.

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELI.ONA. AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROI., etc.

MAIL OHIIF.KS

We regret weere unable to acceptmoilorders lor under £3.00
fleaxe add 10% lor r-ostote on alt mail orden.

d into WARGAMING.

listed below, we alio stock many
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MARLBOROUGH AS MILITARY CORIANDER by
Bavid Chandler. (9" x 6"; 410 pages; 30
black and white photographs; 6 diagrams; 16
maps. Batsford - £5.00p).

As I anticipate being the only reviewer
of this book who has actually been over
Marlborough's battlefields with David Chandler
and because I spent euphoric days reading it
besides a swimming pool under a hot sun in
Portugal, my review might be expected to be
highly favourable. The reader will not be
disappointed but not for the reasons already
mentioned! This book, one of the "Military Commanders Series" is simply first class
and on a par with David's masterpiece "The Campaigns of Napoleon". In the same en
tertaining and easily understandable manner as he lectures, the author lays out the
life ofamanwho, in spite of many vicissitudes, blows of fortune and unfair treatment
was undoubtedly Britain's greatest soldier. No wargamer attempting to fight battles
in this period should fail to read the masterly chapter on the "Art of War" and I
cannot see how any genuine student of military history can leave this book off his
shelves. The last two books of David Chandler have set such a high standard that one
wonders where he can go from here!

THE ART OF TH3 OLD WEST by Paul A. Rossi and David C. Hunt,
pages; 300 plates 134 in full colour. Collins - £8.00p).

(12£" x 10"; 536

Very, very occasionally one comes across a book that it is difficult not to keep
picking it up, opening it and indiscriminately studying its gorgeous illustrations
although having read through the book at least twice. This is such a volume and,
although it is not entirely military (there is a chapter and innumerable paintings
and illustrations of the American Soldier in the West) it is a gem that anyone would
be proud to own. It brings together the greatest treasures of America's Art of the
Old West, reproducing the best and most representative paintings, drawings, water-
colours, sculptures, and lithographs from the collection of the Thomas Gilcrea
Institute of American History and Art in Tulsa. Every great name in American Western
Art is richly represented - Remmington, Russell, Miller, Moron, Catlin, Lee together
with scores of exceptional illustrations by lesser known artists. It depicts heroic
canvases of Indians in battle, of dusty weary troopers and pony express riders, cow
boys, cattlemen and mule skinners, traders and stage drivers, all against a back
ground of great plains and majestic mountains and an expansive grandeur typical of
the Continent of America. There are few subscribers who can afford to go out and pay
£8.00p for this book but I cannot urge strongly enough that it is saved for or demand
ed as a present on some appropriate occasion. I can honestly say I consider it to be
one of my most treasured literary possessions.

ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY by Donald Featherstone.
History No.l. Paperback - 40p).

(New English Library - Military

I cannot very well review my own book so will leave it by saying this is the
story of the life of a recruit in the 16th Lancers during the 1840s, his incredibly
harsh life leading to the Regiment's posting to India where they took part in the
First Sikh War and distinguished themselves at the Battle of Aliwal in I846. I am
delighted that it ia in paperback, following my "MacDonald of che 42nd" in the same
style and to shortly be followed by "The Bowmen of England" and "At Them With The
Bayonet!" then "Captain Carey'a Blunder" (to be published in hardback in September by
Leo Cooper).

CUIRASSIERS AND HEAVY CAVALRY by D.S.V.Fosten. (8$" x 5?"; 136 pages; 98 photo
graphs; over 200 line drawings; 58 colour plates. Almark Publications - Paperback
£2.00p: Hardback £3.00p).

Thia is the first of three new books dealing with the dress uniforms of the
German Imperial Cavalry 1900-1914 and it ia written by Don Fosten, a well known
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military collector and official of the British Model Soldier Society. This is a rich
and valuable guide to the Imperial German Cavalry before World War I, its rare photo
graphs and colour artwork by R.J.Marrion and D.J.Hagger, together with the meticu
lously researched text make it a book of which the author should be proud.

PANZERKAMPFWAGEN - German Combat Tanks' 1959-1945 by J.Williamson. (8£" x 5£";
32 pages; 51 photographs 3 in colour. Alraark Publications - Paperback 50p).

This is a very fine concise guide to the German tanks of World War II, showing
all named models in service. There are 30 many books published on these armoured
vehicles that it is difficult to say anything new about them but this modestly priced
volume will provide a wargamer with much that he needs to know without having to
choose between far more expensively priced volumes.

I have received the following Squadron/Signal Publications:-

WEAPONS NUMBER ONE - FALLSCHIRMJAGER IN ACTION by Uwe Feist. This is a very
fine handbook on the German airborne forces of World War II; full of unusual and
hitherto unpublished photographs showing every facet of their uniform, arms and
equipment.

ARMOR NUMBER 6 - SOVIET PANZERS IN ACTION.

" ARMOR NUMBER 7 - PANZERJAGER IN ACTION.

Both these books are by Uwe Feist and, like all the excellent handbooks in this
series are packed with photographs of all descriptions and taken from all angles of
the vehicles that form the subject of the book. There are also a number of coloured
illustrations showing camouflage, etc. Both very valuable and informative to the
World War II wargamer.

AIRCRAFT NO. EIGHT - LUFTWAFFE IN ACTION Part 4.

AIRCRAFT NO. NINE - F-100 SUPER SABRE IN ACTION.

AIRCRAFT NO. ELEVEN - A-4 SKYHAWK IN ACTION.

The first of these books is by Uwe Feist and the last two by Lou Drendel. Number
eight deals with the smaller army co-operation aircraft; seaplanes; flying boats and
some of the giant aircraft used by the Germans in World War II. The Super Sabre has
been an integral part of the American Air Force for a number of years and is now dis
appearing from active duty Fighter Squadrons. To the aircraft enthusiast this book
is full of pictures that will thrill and excite him.

The Skyhawk has been in operation and service with the American Navy for 17
years and is still going strong.

All these books cost #3.95 and can be obtained from Squadron/Signal Publications
Inc., 3515 E. Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan 48091, U.S.A.

I have received BELLONA HANDBOOKS Nos. 1, 2 and 3 each costing 50p and published
by M.A.P. Publications of Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Number 1 is the GERMAN ARMY S.P.
WEAPONS 1939-45 Part 2 and deals with foreign-built tracked chassis. Number 2 is
GERMAN ARMY SEMI-TRACKS 1939-45 Part 1 - prime movers and self propelled carriages.
Both of these booklets are by Peter Chamberlain and H.L.Doyle which hall-marks them.
3oth are packed with photographs and information about the vehicles in question, and
their performance. Number 3 is BRITISH ARMY TRANSPORT 1959-45 Part 1 - tank trans
porters recovery vehicles and machinery trucks compiled by M.P.Conniford (another
well-known expert in this field). If you want your rear echelons to be accurate then
this book and its companion volumes is for you!

From Bivouac Books Limited, 25 Earl Street, London EC2, I have received ENSIGN
2 - DIDO CLASS CRUISERS selling at £1.60p. Full of photographs and details, this
book ha8 a particularly useful fold-out section showing a general arrangement profile
of H.M.S. Black Prince together with coloured camouflage schemes. A feast for the
naval war{.

Then there are two more of the UNIFORMATION PrintB Numbers 9 and 10 - French and
British Light Infantry 1812-1815. Each gives more than a dozen front and rear colour
ed illustrations of light infantrymen - perhaps among the most colourful characters of
the period. These valuable charts can be obtained at 75p each.
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - August 1975. Contains well illustrated articles on Renaissance
Warfare by George Gush; Part 2 of John Sandars 8th Army aeries; Military Modelling
the Russian SU-152 self-propelled gun; Terence Wise on wargames buildings for the
Russian Front plus usual reviews and other features.

A?.::U:^ -USIER - Journal of the Pike and Shot Society - July 1975- Contains informa
tive and interesting articles on Collecting an English Civil War Army; Revolt in the
Netherlands 1566-1609; The Civil War in Cheshire; The Turkish Army - mid 16th
century; a figure review; The Rise of Persia in the 16th century; 16th century forti
fications; Civil War in Derbyshire; Wargaming with 15mm figures plus letters etc.

THE BULLETIN of the ^ritish Model Soldier Society - June 1973- In addition to all
the usual news of figures, books, plates, etc., contains articles on Regimental Pets;
Timpo Normans; Le Krak des Chevalier3 (Crusaders Ca3tle); The 9th Lancers; Zouaves of
the Guard 1859; The 60th Royal American Regiment of Foot; The Royal Horse Guards 1882;
British Infantry Uniforms 1300-1815; and a useful list of London Museums.

CONFLICT - No.5 1973- This beautifully produced American publication contains arti
cles on Nomonhan - the 1939 War between Imperial Japan and the Soviet Union; The
Xenophon; The British Expeditionary Force France 1940 and its application to board
wargaming plus a free boardgame KHALKHIN-GOL.

DISfATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - July 1973- Con
tains illustrated articles on the Black Watch 1800-1820; Jager and Schutzen of the
Prussian Army 1809-1914; reviews of prints, books, figures, etc.

GUIDON - No.l 1973. This journal of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America is
largely covering their 32nd Annual Exhibition and Dinner, containing numerous photo
graphs of exhibits, etc.

MANCHESTER AREA WAR:;aHS3 SOCIETY - Club Magazine No.4 1973. A very fine effort for
a Club and contains articles on easy Airfix conversions; Realism on the Wargames T
Table (terrain); The Imperial Japanese Navy; The Armies of 1812; King Arthur - Fact
or Fiction; West Point Cadets; plus many other interesting features.

f,ILITARY MODELLING - August 1973. Contains some fine photographs plus well illustra
ted articles on Uniforms of the Luftwaffe; warfare in the age of Marlborough; machine
guns of World War I; U.S.Tank Destroyer M56; Armoured Patrol Car; Uniforms of the
Swiss Guard; plus pages of fine illustrated information about the latest models, books,
etc.

MODEL BOATS - August 1973. Contains article and plan of a Spanish Three-Decker 1797
and the Russian Cruisers Avrora and Chervonaya Ukraine.

RANK AND FILE - The Journal of the Tunbrid;;e Wells Wargames Society - July 1973.
Bubbling with enthusiasm contains reports on recent meetings; and articles on the
Panzer Division; Italian Armies 1859-1860; and the American Civil War.

SLINGSHOT - Official Journal of the Society of Ancients - July 1973. Contains well
written and highly informative articles on The Crossbow in Mediaeval Wargaming;
Chariots in Wargaming; The Kithradatic Wargames Campaign; The Hittites 1900-1100 BC
plus book reviews, discussion pages, etc.

SOLDIER - June 1973. Beautifully illustrated with photographs and articles on Modern
Arms, Equipment and Military Activities with an article on the Royal Norfolk Regiment
Museum plus reviews of military records; models; and books.

TRADITION - No. 69. Full of fine military information including articles on Standards
and Colours of the British Army 1661-1881; A German Regiment in America 1776-1783;
The French Imperial Guard 1811-1815; The First Sikh War and Sir Harry Smith; Brazil
ian and Paraguayan uniforms in the 1865-70 war; Corps of Sappers and Miners - Contin
ental Army 1780 plus book reviews, letters and six full page coloured plates, includ
ing a series on the French Army. On the back cover are some beautiful colour photd-
graphs of miniature French Napoleonic head-dresses, - part of a collection on dis
play at Tradition, 188 Piccadilly, London W.l.

WARGAMER. Is a new Canadian wargames magazine and contains articles on The Prussian
Army 1808-1815; Greek Hoplite Warriors; U.S.Infantry Division 1942-43; Micro-Tank
painting; Austria in the Napoleonic Period; Post War German Navy; The Battle of the
Metaurus; Fantaay wargaming plus other features.
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Liverpool 9.
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Subscribers are requested to note that every care is "g^SJ^^fif
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Hae"i°e' ^."£ I'c* 7?5W"l.Sa W« S inoient. Fibres for World W.x
standard (sample and list 15pJ- S,A.JS. ior
Inverness, Scotland.
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Back numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter can be obtained for the months of November
1968 and November; December 1972 then right through to August 1973-

ooOoo

Canadian and American mgjgf&g*^^
Britain and always have to be returned to the •««*• A a 4 STERLINGtiated but costs an additional ?J cents which should Je Jdjed^ ^^ ^^ ^
ggir&<yaJay&. Si«S other than America and Canada.

ooOoo

Would correspondents please note following ohange^^J«g2t) *,0ia ^^ *
Heathfield Court, Avenue Road, St. Albans, Herts, (from 1st August;.

ooOoo

in the Town Hall, Durham City.

About adozen wargames will be fought including several ancient **^£g£
periods, are-creation of the English Civil W«Battle •*»»*g * ; warfare of
Napoleonics, American Civil ^^.^^^^^g^L varicua periods willvarious periods will ^e repreaentefl, wd ttoee lgm warg^e soidiers will
also be on show in static displays, and c°"?«"n Jf,. There will be severalhe used to re-create H.O.Wells' "Battle "f8^™ and vehicles -entries

^^^e^^^^^^^i^——*• - -biic fr°m5.2.00 p.m. (games start 11.00 a.m. for participants;.
Write D.G.Sharman, 34 Minster Court, Moor Park, Belmont, Durham, for further

information.

ooOoo

Bavid Burroughs is Head Teacher of ^"^^^hal'uUd^rgamin' in^flasa-CB6 3HD) and he is anxious to contact any teacher who has used wergam
room, especially at the junior level.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd. XSXJJ?
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures &Scale Models etc. *^0t*

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 (Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

NAPOl

BN/5
BN/6
BN/7
BN/8
BN/9
HN/II

BN/15
BN/16
BN/I 7
BN/18
BN/19
BN/20
it.N/21

BN/22
BN/23
BN/24
BN/25
BN/26
BN/27
BN/28
BN/29

NF/2

NF/S
NF/7
Nl B
Nl ,'i
NF/IO
NF/I I
NF/I2
NF/I 3

NF/

NF/16
Nl/17

NF/21
NF/22
Nl 12 I
NF/24

NF/26

M J.N

Nl l~'>

NF/30

NF/.il
NF/52

F.ONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
Line Infantry At the ready
Line Infantry Advancing
Line Infantry Standing firing
Line Infantry Kneeling ready
line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry At the ready
Light Infantry Advancing
Light Infantry Standing firing
light Infantry Kneeling ready
Light Infantry Offiier
Rifle Regiment At the ready
Kifle Regiment Advancing
Rifle Regiment Standing firing
Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
Rifle Regiment Officer
King;, German Legion Hussar m itinlrd

Light Dragoon Trooper mounted
Scots Greyi trouper mounted
Scots Greys Officer mounted
Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
Heavj Di i Trooper n •

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD(FRENCH)
NF/I Old Guard Grenadier At the ready

Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard Ai the
Middle/Young Guard : h
Middle/Young Guard Sundii
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier M the
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing

. line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF/14 LineInfantry Volligeur/Grenadia M.the ready

... .nfanlry Voltigcur/Grcnadier Advanc
I.in. Infantry Voltlgeur/Grenadlei Standing firing
Line Infantry Officer
Ught Infantry Voltigcur/Carabmier Ai the read)

25 mm FIGURES
(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BC/I British Line Infantry At the ready
BC/2 BritishUne Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line InfantryStandingfiring
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Une Infantry Officer
UC/6 Highland InfantryAt the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready tr.

Highland Infantry Officer
b Lancer (Lance not supplied)

liC/12 'FnaayWuisys* Running
IIC/1 3 'Fu«y Wuzrys' Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/15 Dervish Advancing
BC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES
: pack)

men and 2 Horses per pack)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Musketeer (Hat)
Musketeer (Helmet)
CromwelHan Officer mounted
Royalist Officer mounted
Cromwellian trooper mounted

El'.'I III Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
l-.l'/l ] Artillery crev.
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted

Dragoon mounted

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP/2 Grenadier Standing
MP/4 Grenadier Advancing
MP/7 Grenadier Advancing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/1 I Musketeer Standing

Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
Musketeer At the ready
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounted
Cavalryman mounted
General/Officer mounted
Grenadier muuntcd

ARTILLERY PIECES
for 20 mm Figures

A/I 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

Light Infantry Yolligciir/s
Light Infantry Volligeur/Cara
light Infantry Officer
Fool Dragoon Ai die ready
Fool Dragoon Advancing
l ool Dragoon Standing Tiring
Fool Dragoon Of fun
Lancer of the ImperialGuard „»-_»*'
(lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted v^i" JJ?^s
DragoonOfficer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted
Cuirrassiei mounted

Ads

idiug firing

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 trim Figures

A/4
A/5

9 pdr British Fieldgun (Napoleonic period)
8 pdr FrenchField gun (Napoleonic period)

Infantry packs 29p
Cavalry packs 33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm-44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to -50p 9p £^26 to £800 - -30p
•51p to £1-25 - -16p over £800- poll IrM

Catalogue
15p post paid (UK. only!
•50p post paid (Overseas
airmail)

The Square. Earts Barton, Ncrthampton, England. Telephone Nc»rthampton8t0612



AIRFIXy»nd SCALE-
WHERETHE DETAIL IS!

The Airfix range ofl/32nd soldierscomprises 10 superb
sets for the discerning collector witha keen eye for detail.
And theyre ideal forpainting foradded effect.

The model shown (actual size) comes from the Australian
soldiers set. German and other infantries, paratroopers,
British commandos, 8thArmy, and the Afrika Corps are also
in the range.

For use with the soldiers comes a finely detailed bamboo
house (illustrated), a strong-pointbuilding,and a range of
readv-assembled armoured vehicles.

- -

The world's biggest range of construction kits

Destith(Print &Design* LTD.. 121.Commercial Rd.. Southampton SOI OGH England

n


